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Introduction
[2] An accurate knowledge of the illumination conditions on the Martian surface is a necessary prerequisite for space exploration studies, remote-sensing retrievals, energy balance models, and meteorological simulations. Steep topographical gradients are very common on Mars, two of the most dramatic examples being the Olympus Mons volcano and the Valles Marineris canyon. Thus, realistic representation of the solar irradiance on the Martian surface ought to take into account the inclination and the orientation of the topographical slope at the considered locations [Schorghofer and Edgett, 2006; Aharonson and Schorghofer, 2006; Rafkin et al., 2002] .
[3] This issue is especially crucial as recent remotesensing measurements and imaging by Mars Express and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter led the Martian geologists and atmospheric scientists to focus on the understanding of very local processes.
[4] Accurate calculations of irradiance on Martian slopes can be achieved by complete radiative transfer integrations. This possibility is however ruled out in many practical cases for computational cost reasons, and the complete integrations are usually replaced by crude irradiance estimations. Designing an accurate and computationally efficient parameterization of the insolation on Martian slopes is thus of particular interest. Description and validation of such a model are proposed in this paper. The practical problem is the following: given the sun position, the atmosphere opacity, and the value of radiative fluxes on an horizontal surface (calculated from radiative transfer code), how can the solar irradiance on a slope of given inclination and orientation be parameterized?
Definitions

Geometry
[5] Derived from the considered areocentric longitude L s , local time and latitude, the cosine m 0 of the solar zenith angle describes the position of the sun with respect to the local vertical. The horizontal orientation is given by the solar azimuth y 0 .
[6] Similarly, a slope on Mars can be described by its inclination q and orientation y. Let us consider a twodimensional topographical field h(x, y), for instance extracted from Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) measurements. x and y are the distance in meters respectively in the longitude and the latitude direction. The slope inclination q and the slope orientation y may be straightforwardly computed from tanq = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi h 2 x þ h 2 y q and tany = h y /h x , where the topographical function derivatives are h x = @h/@x and h y = @h/@y. In what follows, q is chosen as positive, which means any sign consideration is transferred to the azimuth angle y (assumed to be oriented with the same convention as y 0 ).
[7] A critical quantity in the slope insolation problem is the cosine m s of the angle between the incident sun rays and the normal to the slope. m s can be calculated from q, m 0 (which of course must be >0), y and y 0 :
Another crucial geometrical quantity is the sky-view factor:
which quantifies the proportion of the sky in the half hemisphere ''seen'' by the slope that is not obstructed by the surrounding terrain (assumed to be flat). Complementarily, the terrain-view factor can be defined as s t = 1 À s s : the more tilted the surface is, the more exposed to the reflected radiation by the surrounding terrains it is. We adopt in the present study the simple trigonometric formula for s t and s s by Kondratyev [1965] , but more sophisticated calculations might be found in work by Dozier and Frew [1990] .
Monte-Carlo Reference Code
[8] In order to build and validate the parameterization, a reference Monte-Carlo radiative transfer code is used in this study. The Monte-Carlo tool calculates, in plane-parallel geometry, the sun illumination on any point of the Mars surface at anytime and for any slope orientation [Tran and Rannou, 2004] . At each spectral band, the Monte-Carlo simulation keeps track of three-dimensional trajectories of photons, which randomly walk inside the atmosphere from the top of the atmosphere in the initial solar direction, until the photons disappear by absorption or escaping the atmosphere. The model records the complete angular distribution of photons reaching the surface, and thus the exact flux reaching a flat panel at the Mars surface (i.e. the total solar irradiance in W.m . Accuracy of the model is of order 1% when the number of photons per spectral band reaches 10 5 , which was the choice for the present study.
Direct and Reflected Irradiance on Slopes
[9] The total solar irradiance F on a given unit surface with slope angles (q, y) can be split in three distinct parts: direct incoming flux from the sun D, scattered flux by dust in the Martian atmosphere S, reflected flux from the neighboring terrains R. Hereinafter, we assume that the fluxes F 0 , D 0 and S 0 on a Martian horizontal surface are known. These fluxes can be calculated for instance by twostream fast radiative transfer models [Savijärvi et al., 2005; Forget et al., 1999] .
[10] The direct component D can merely be derived from considerations of projection, as m s may be regarded as the normalized insolation on the slope:
[11] The reflected component R can be calculated under the assumption of Lambertian surface with albedo A L :
[12] Comparisons of the above formula calculations with results from Monte-Carlo computations, where the photonby-photon strategy allows for distinct estimation of the three irradiance components, show excellent agreement ((1 W.m
À2
). Directional effects on non-Lambertian surfaces for the reflected sunlight may yield slightly different results for R. However, since the values observed for R are low compared to the two other components D and S, the reflection directional effects were not considered in this study.
Scattered Irradiance on Slopes
[13] The most difficult part of the problem is to find an accurate representation of the scattered component S of the total solar irradiance reaching the tilted surface. The parameterization of this flux may be formulated as the search for a function f of the main parameters such as S = S 0 f (m 0 , m s , q, t), where t is the visible dust column optical depth at the reference wavelength 0.67 mm.
[14] The contribution of S on the total flux F is of particular significance in the case of the dusty Martian atmosphere. When t is above 0.7, the scattered solar flux can even exceed the direct component at the surface [Savijärvi et al., 2005] .
[15] An example is given in Table 1 , with typical parameters describing the landing site environment of the Spirit rover: latitude is 15°S, L s is 330°, dust opacity is t = 0.3 (measured by the mini-TES instrument [Smith et al., 2006] and converted with t vis /t ir = 2), and albedo is 0.2. Even if the Martian atmosphere is moderately dusty, in the morning and in the end of the afternoon, the ratio S 0 /D 0 reaches 1/2 (and 1/4 at noon). Moreover, east-facing slope calculations confirm that S and D variations due to surface tilting are significant.
Background
[16] Similar studies have been conducted for the terrestrial atmosphere [Muneer, 2004] , often motivated by solar energy issues [Capderou, 1988] , remote-sensing measurements in mountainous regions [Sandmeier and Itten, 1997] , or mesoscale modeling [Müller and Scherer, 2005; Senkova et al., 2007] .
[17] Hay and Davies [1978] proposed a linear ponderation between an anisotropic component, which predominates in the case of clear-sky conditions, and an isotropic component, which predominates in the case of overcast skies:
where 0 < k < 1 is the anisotropy factor, depending on the atmospheric transmittance e Àt . The anisotropic contribution (first term of the addition) is assumed to be predominantly caused by the forward scattered flux enhancement in the circumsolar region of the sky; its expression is thus directly inspired from equation (3) for the direct flux D.
[18] The simplified assumptions of the Hay model did not prevent it to be rather accurate in a wide range of realistic applications [Bird and Riordan, 1986] . A model very similar to the Hay approach was employed to assess the formation of Martian gullies [Costard et al., 2002, footnote 24] , and led to satisfying diagnostics. Tests were carried out to adapt in the Martian environment the Hay model to a wider range of sun position and slope geometry. Unfortunately, attempts to derive the k parameter from computed MonteCarlo values S were often unsuccessful: unrealistic and/or q-dependent values were found, resulting from the inability of the model to correctly represent the relative contribution from the anisotropic and the isotropic components.
[19] Perez et al. [1990] refined the Hay model with the inclusion of the ''horizon brightening'' anisotropic component (due to enhanced aerosol scattering in the direction of the horizon) and the introduction of more flexibility into the linear coefficients:
In the three-component Perez model, k 1 and k 2 are linear functions of atmospheric transmittance and solar zenith angle, with sets of linear coefficients empirically defined for different categories of sky brightness. The Perez refinements were shown to improve the slope flux calculations on Earth, compared to the Hay model [Li and Lam, 2000] . In the Martian case, derivation of the Perez linear coefficients k 1 and k 2 in a few examples improved the parameterized estimations of S too. Some problems however remained. On the one hand, the balance between isotropic and anisotropic contribution was not satisfyingly accounted for. On the other hand, our somewhat heuristic approach for calculations of the Perez coefficients was difficult to generalize. [20] Discussion in the previous subsection shows that, compared to the Perez model, the Martian model has to allow for more degrees of freedom in the parameterization. In other words, the general principle of additive splitting between horizon anisotropic, circumsolar anisotropic, and isotropic components is kept, as well as the use of linear functions, but the starting point of the Martian parameterization is a generalized formula:
Martian Model
Þs s þ K 3 m 0 ; e Àt ; sin q ð Þ
[21] Systematic Monte-Carlo calculations were carried out for different m 0 , e Àt , q, y parameters to assess the behavior of K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 :
[22] 1. Slope inclinations q ranged from 0°to 45°, with 2°r esolution.
[23] 2. All slope orientations y were considered, with 15°r esolution.
[24] 3. Dust opacity t ranged from 0.1 to 1, with 0.1 resolution; calculations were also performed in the dustier cases t = 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 6, 9.
[25] 4. Cosine of solar zenith angle m 0 ranged from 0.15 to 1.
[26] The linear behavior of S/S 0 with m s /m 0 was excellent for any given (m 0 , e Àt , q) triplet. Linear correlation coefficients were also satisfying when assessing, for a given sun position m 0 , the variations of K 1 and K 3 with e Àt and sinq, and K 2 with e Àt . Departures from linearity were however identified out of the 0 < q < 30°and 0.1 < t < 1 intervals. Finally, on the condition that we separately consider positions of the sun high in the sky (m 0 [ 0.5) and low in the sky (m 0 < 0.5), linear coefficients of the K i functions were themselves approximatively linearly varying with m 0 .
Parameterization of Scattered Irradiance on Martian Slopes
Description
[27] Given the successful step-by-step linear tests carried out in the previous section, the Martian generalized parametrization for the scattered irradiance on a slope can be written using a simple matrix formulation:
where [28] 1. s is a ''scattering'' vector (slope versus sky), both accounting for the isotropic scattered component and the anisotropic horizon brightening component: [29] 2. g is a ''geometry'' vector (slope versus sun), with first component accounting for the circumsolar contribution:
[30] 3. M and N are two numerical 4 Â 2 coupling matrices, empirically determined from the Monte-Carlo reference calculations during the step-by-step linear tests. Interestingly, none of the coupling matrices coefficients is negligible compared to the others, which may be regarded as an a posteriori validation of the adopted generalized approach.
[31] It must be emphasized that this linear formula, involving only one matrix/vector product and one dot product, is computationally very efficient. In addition, its implementation is straightforward whatever the programming language may be. An example of application in the Olympus Mons region is shown in Figure 1 .
[32] For any m 0 and t, S/S 0 is obviously equal to 1 when the slope inclination q = 0. This leads to 4 constraints on the matrix coefficients: m 11 + m 12 = 1, m 21 + m 22 = 0, n 11 + n 12 = 0, n 21 + n 22 = 0. A glance at the coupling matrices shows the agreement with those constraints is imperfect. One consequence is that S/S 0 is not exactly equal to 1, but the resulting error at low angles (q \ 5°) is negligible (<1 W.m À2 ), whereas constraining the matrices coefficients would lead to significant errors at higher angles.
Performance
[33] Performance of the parameterization is very good for a wide range of insolation conditions, dusty atmosphere, slope orientation and inclination. As mentioned in the previous subsection, satisfactory linear behavior is observed in the Monte-Carlo reference values for q \ 30°, t \ 1, and m 0 [ 0.5. However, linear assumptions also yield correct results (if not perfect) for the extended cases q \ 40°, t \ 9, and m 0 [ 0.15.
[34] An illustrative example of the typical maximal differences between the parameterized scattered irradiance S and their reference Monte-Carlo counterparts is summarized in Table 2 . In most cases, the maximal error on the scattered irradiance is below 5 W.m
À2
, and the relative error is below 7% (note that the error on the total flux is lower).
[35] The performances are slightly degraded for inclinations 30°< q \ 40°but remains rather acceptable (tests carried out with 1 < t \ 9 showed a similar performance degradation, which was not pronounced enough to completely rule out the parameterization, except for very low values of m s /m 0 ). In case of clear Martian atmosphere and steep slope not facing the sun, or sun rather low in the sky, the maximal error can be of higher amplitude, and might even reach 15 W.m À2 (with a corresponding relative error of 15%) or 33% (with a corresponding absolute error of 9 W.m
). Figure 1 . Parameterized ratio S/S 0 (%) (black is 30% and white is 170%) for the Olympus Mons region at northern summer solstice, northern winter solstice and dusty northern winter solstice. Topography and slope angles were calculated from the MOLA topographical data interpolated on a 5 km resolution grid. Maximum slope inclination q is 27°. Each map ($22,500 points) was computed on a PC within 1 second using an IDL version of the parameterization.
[36] Out of these extreme situations, pointing out the limits of the linear approach adopted in this paper, the parameterization performances are excellent: the vast majority of comparisons between parameterized and reference fluxes show differences below 3 W.m À2 . For instance, errors on the parameterized scattered irradiances in the Spirit example, with a 15°east-facing slope, are less than 1.5 W.m À2 at the three considered local times. Furthermore, an extension of the analysis presented in Table 2 to a wider range of parameters shows that the root mean square error (respectively the mean absolute error) of the linear parameterization for scattered flux with respect to the MonteCarlo reference is 2.2 (1.4) W.m À2 for q \ 30°and t \ 1; 2.7 (1.6) W.m À2 if q \ 40°; and 3.6 (2.2) W.m À2 if t \ 4.
Conclusion
[37] The purpose of the study was to find a simple method to calculate the total solar irradiance on Martian slopes, with minimum knowledge of the geometry and the fluxes reaching an horizontal surface, as computed by all Mars atmosphere models. The semi-empirical approach proposed in this paper, based on physical considerations, is an accurate and computationally efficient answer to the problem. It was validated in the whole range of realistic Martian illumination conditions and topographical slopes. The outline of this Martian parameterization, which will be a useful tool for numerous applications, from remotesensing retrieval codes to geological and meteorological models, is the following:
[38] 1. deduce m 0 and y 0 from L s , local time and latitude.
[39] 2. compute m s with equation (1).
[40] 3. calculate s s with equation (2).
[41] 4. compute D with equation (3).
[42] 5. compute R with equation (4).
[43] 6. compute S with equation (5) using the ''scattering'' vector s (equation (6)), the ''geometry'' vector g (equation (7)), and the coupling matrices (equations (8) and (9)) empirically validated in the present paper.
[44] 7. deduce the total solar irradiance F = D þ R þ S (personal communication, 2008) have shown that the dust might be less absorbent than previously determined by Ockert-Bell et al. [1997] . To assess the effect of such a slight underestimation of the scattered flux incoming from the airborne dust, we compared the results of the parameterization with reference Monte-Carlo calculations using the Clancy and Lee [1991] brighter dust properties. The errors on the total flux were found to be below 6% in most cases, and for the most difficult situations (low m s , low m 0 , high t), do not exceed the maximal errors mentioned in the paper. Future improvements of the present parameterization, consisting in slight modifications of the matrices coefficients to be in better agreement with the upcoming revised dust optical properties, will however be considered. Alternative formula for s s based on more realistic considerations, inclusion of directional effects in the R calculations, and solutions for better accuracy on terrains receiving less irradiance, will be investigated too as future improvements of the model.
[46] We might finally mention, to complete the description of the Martian radiative environment, that an accurate estimation of the thermal infrared incident flux T on the inclined surface is also required. To first order, one can assume that the atmospheric thermal radiation is isotropic. Similarly to the aforementioned use of the sky-view factor s s and the terrain-view factor s t , the following simple correction can thus be proposed:
where T 0 is the atmospheric incident thermal IR flux on an horizontal surface and E = s T s 4 is the thermal emission (s is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant) from the surrounding terrains with emissivity E and temperature T s . assuming that S ¼ S 0 whatever the slope inclination and orientation may be) are also reported to give clues on the usefulness and the accuracy of the proposed parameterization.
b dS max denotes the maximal values of the absolute error on the scattered flux S, calculated for q ranging from 0 to 30°(40°for bracketed numbers). The same terminology applies to the relative error (dS=S) max on the scattered flux S. Maximum and minimum values of dS max and (dS=S) max are calculated for t ranging from 0.1 to 1.
